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Abstract

Commodity-of-the-shelf (COTS) data streaming platforms, e.g., Apache Kafka, RabbitMQ, have been powering companies from

several sectors to move and extract further insights from their data. Yet, little is known about the suitability of these platforms

for mission critical applications such as disaster recovery, first-aid response and military coordination. This paper provides a

provocative discussion on how prepared current data streaming platforms are for mission critical scenarios. We argue that,

despite their intrinsic reliability and security features, these platforms are still hard to test/operate which ultimately hinders

trust on their safety and security conditions. Moreover, they commonly assume a powerful underlying infrastructure, which

makes it tough to keep a high performance in resource-constrained environments (e.g., satellite networks). We conclude by

identifying relevant research directions to ameliorate the performance and suitability of data streaming platforms for mission-

critical applications.
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Abstract—Commodity-of-the-shelf (COTS) data streaming
platforms, e.g., Apache Kafka, RabbitMQ, have been powering
companies from several sectors to move and extract further
insights from their data. Yet, little is known about the suitability
of these platforms for mission critical applications such as dis-
aster recovery, first-aid response and military coordination. This
paper provides a provocative discussion on how prepared current
data streaming platforms are for mission critical scenarios. We
argue that, despite their intrinsic reliability and security features,
these platforms are still hard to test/operate which ultimately
hinders trust on their safety and security conditions. Moreover,
they commonly assume a powerful underlying infrastructure,
which makes it tough to keep a high performance in resource-
constrained environments (e.g., satellite networks). We conclude
by identifying relevant research directions to ameliorate the
performance and suitability of data streaming platforms for
mission-critical applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data streaming platforms are software tools that enable
the efficient and reliable transmission of data among nodes
in distributed applications. These platforms can be mostly
classified into four families: distributed logs, message queues,
in-memory data stores, and data distribution services. Accord-
ing to a recent survey, more than 80% of the Fortune 100
companies use one or more of these platforms. Depending
on the performance, scalability, availability, and security re-
quirements, different platforms may be suitable for different
scenarios. However, despite their wide adoption, it is not
clear whether current data streaming platforms can fulfill the
stringent requirements of mission-critical applications such as
those powering the healthcare, defence, transport and energy
sectors.

The literature on the use of data streaming platforms in
mission-critical contexts is scarce. Some works (e.g., [1], [2])
focus on benchmarking different data streaming platforms,
but they do not consider any mission-critical application.
Other efforts (e.g., [3], [4]) apply data streaming platforms to
solve problems in mission-critical domains such as shipping,
avionics, and smart grids, but they are mostly limited to a
single platform. To the best of our knowledge, our paper is
the first to present a comprehensive analysis of various data
streaming platforms for mission-critical scenarios.

In this paper, we compare the performance, reliability, and
security of different data streaming platforms in a realistic
mission-critical setup. We use a military coordination sce-
nario as a case study and evaluate a couple of representative
platforms. We identify the main challenges and trade-offs of

using those platforms in a highly constrained network with
low bandwidth, high latency, and high churn. In addition,
we provide a few guidelines and suggestions for improving
the design and configuration of data streaming platforms for
mission-critical applications.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Mission-critical applications

In this paper, we consider mission-critical application any
application that either poses a hazard to human lives or can
involve large and catastrophic losses. Sometimes these applica-
tions are also called safety-critical applications [5]. Examples
of mission-critical applications include aircraft control, smart
grid management, first-aid responding, and tactical coordina-
tion in military search and rescue operations. Modern mission-
critical applications rely on complex systems for performing
their tasks, normally combining several modules that exchange
data through networked communication channels in a “system
of systems” architecture.

Application requirements. Current mission-critical appli-
cations can have quite distinct requirements. Table I shows
three representative examples that reflect customer demands
from our industry partner. The examples also illustrate existing
design trade-offs regarding performance, fault tolerance, and
the capacity of the underlying infrastructure. The first appli-
cation (business intelligence) depicts a comparison with the
standard usage of current commodity data streaming platforms.
Unlike mission-critical systems, business intelligence ones
have plenty of resources (beyond 100 Gbps Ethernet links),
soft latency constraints (up to hours for the processing of big
data sets), and usually no lives at risk to deal with. As a result,
these systems can either tolerate small periods of unavailability
(CP) or work in a weakly consistent manner (AP). CP and
AP refer to the CAP theorem, a.k.a. Brewer’s theorem, which
states that a distributed system can simultaneously provide
only two of the consistency (C), availability (A), and partition
tolerance (P) properties.

Data streaming as an intrinsic component. Data stream-
ing platforms are becoming an integral part of mission critical
systems. Early efforts include integrating RTI DDS into emer-
gency vehicle tracking [6] and Apache Kafka into spacecraft
[7] control systems. The reasons why COTS data streaming
platforms have proven to be advantageous are twofold: first,
they can abstract away several low level details associated
with message sending such as connection management, data



TABLE I: Comparison between business and mission critical application requirements.

Application Link type Risk Available bandwidth Tolerated latency Fault tolerance*

Business intelligence High-speed Ethernet,
Optical fiber No > 100 Gbps hours CP, AP

First-aid responding LTE, 5G High < 10 Gbps < 10ms for a connected ambulance CA
Military coordination SATCOM Medium < 5 Mbps < 20s AP
Aircraft control LTE, SATCOM High < 1 Mbps (cockpit) < 2s for position reports CA

*C = Consistency, A = Availability, P = Partition tolerance.

buffering, and re-transmissions, therefore leaving engineers
free to focus on high-level communication patterns (e.g., who
should get a given message, should senders push or receivers
pull it). Second, COTS tools tend to be more robust and well-
maintained compared to custom (or domain-specific) solutions
thanks to large testing campaigns and frequent code reviews
[8].

B. Related work

A few efforts have compared different data streaming
platforms with respect to their performance, reliability and
security functionalities. Fu et al. [1] compare the latency and
throughput of five data streaming platforms, namely Apache
Kafka, RabbitMQ, RocketMQ, ActiveMQ and Apache Pulsar,
on a customized testing framework. The authors vary features
such as the message size, number of producers/consumers,
and number of partitions in their analyses. Maharjan et al. [2]
perform a similar study, but also consider the Redis platform in
their comparisons and use a standard benchmarking tool, i.e.,
the OpenMessaging framework, as part of their methodology.
In addition to throughput and latency, Dobbelaere and Esmaili
[9] evaluate the reliability features of COTS data streaming
platforms. In particular, the authors show that throughput
can drop more than 50% in both Apache Kafka and Rab-
bitMQ when replication is in place. In common, none of the
above studies consider analyzing data streaming platforms in
mission-critical scenarios.

Recent research has proposed the adoption of COTS data
streaming platforms on mission-critical applications. For ex-
ample, Liu and Jiang [3] developed a data streaming frame-
work for the communication between shipboard information
system modules based on Apache Pulsar. Rosa et al. [4]
deployed the standard Data Distribution Service (DDS) API
on top of the Derecho distributed coordination library and ana-
lyzed it in the context of an avionics application. Albano et al.
[10] performed a qualitative comparison between the Remote
Procedure Call (RPC), message passing, and publish/subscribe
architectures when applied to smart grids. Unlike these efforts,
we provide a comprehensive analysis (both qualitative and
quantitative) of COTS data streaming platforms when oper-
ating on a highly constrained infrastructure, i.e., subject to
high link delays, low bandwidth capacity, and frequent node
disconnections, all common characteristics of modern mission-
critical systems.

III. DATA STREAMING PLATFORMS

A. Design choices

Data streaming platforms can be characterized as a combi-
nation of several design choices. Next, we discuss some of the
most important ones.

Communication pattern. Data streaming platforms can be
either broker-based or brokerless. Broker-based tools assume
the existence of a central intelligence (a.k.a., the message
broker) which is responsible for managing the message de-
livery to all interested parties. Most existing brokers adopt
a publish/subscribe model where messages are categorized
(or routed) according to topics/routing keys. This design
adds a decoupling layer between data senders (or publish-
ers/producers) and receivers (or subscribers/consumers) as
they don’t have to be simultaneously connected for a message
to be delivered. In other words, communication happens
asynchronously. Brokerless tools, on the other hand, realize the
data communication by establishing point-to-point connections
directly between senders and receivers. In both cases, data
streaming platforms may support different messaging proto-
cols to forward data, including AMQP, MQTT, XMPP, Web-
Sockets and custom protocols (e.g., the Kafka Wire Protocol).

Data forwarding model. Data streaming platforms can
forward messages to receivers in two modes: push and pull.
Push-based tools push messages to receivers as soon as
they can, which is good for low latency messaging. As a
downside, this design choice can easily overwhelm receivers
when the latter is not able to process messages as fast as they
come. A common solution to this problem is to configure
a prefetch limit in the broker which bounds the number of
unacknowledged messages that a receiver may have at any
given time. Pushing messages to receivers may also cause
issues when receivers are no longer processing messages, e.g.,
due to a subtle disconnection. Pull-based tools, on their turn,
wait for consumers to ask for data. In this case, consumers
can request a message (or batch of messages) from a given
offset. Tight loops may happen when there is no message past
the offset which can be minimized by setting longer pooling
intervals.

Data persistence. Data streaming platforms can offer dif-
ferent levels of data persistence, which refers to the ability
to store messages for future consumption and/or recovery.
Data persistence can be useful for several reasons, such as
delivering messages to applications that join the system at
a later time and keeping the data available even when a
publishing application has terminated. Current platforms can



TABLE II: Example data streaming platforms.

Platform Family Communication pattern Forwarding model Persistence Consistency model

Kafka Distributed log Broker-based Pull Yes Weak / Strong
RabbitMQ Message queue Broker-based Push Yes* Strong
ZeroMQ Message queue Broker-based / brokerless Push No Weak / Strong
Redis In-memory data store Broker-based Pull / push Yes* Weak
OpenDDS Data distribution service Brokerless Push Yes* Weak / Strong

*Optional persistence support.

use different strategies to persist data, including in-memory,
disk, or database persistence, each with its own trade-offs
between performance, durability, and consistency.

Consistency model. Broadly speaking, data streaming plat-
forms follow one of two consistency models: strong or weak
consistency. Strongly consistent platforms require data to be
the same in all of its nodes at any time. In other words,
a message will not be forwarded to a receiver before all
broker replicas (assuming a broker-based system) commit it
to their local logs. Weakly consistent platforms, on the other
hand, can tolerate delays and keep forwarding messages while
updating state between a leader broker and its replicas. Weakly
consistent platforms can have a broad range of operational
modes. For example, a message can be considered ready to
be delivered after either the leader or a quorum of nodes have
committed its data. The leader election strategy (e.g., user-
defined, randomly selected) and the behavior upon a network
partition/re-connection (e.g., delegate/return leadership to a
preferred node) are also flexible parameters.

B. Example tools

Table II summarizes some of the most common data
streaming platforms currently available. Our goal is not to
be exhaustive, but rather to offer a glimpse into the different
types of existing platforms. The “Family” column defines
broader groups of platforms that have several features in
common. The remaining columns follow the discussion in
Section III-A. Based on our investigation, we could identify
four main platform families which are further described below.

Distributed logs. Distributed logging solutions provide
messaging services while storing a copy of each message
into a log file (or topic) by default. This feature enables new
consumers to access the log file and read messages from any
point in time (or message offset). Exemplars of this family
include tools such as Apache Kafka and Apache Pulsar.

Message queues. Unlike distributed logs, message queues
usually do not store a copy of a message after it is delivered,
making it impossible for different consumers to get the same
message. While allowing several optimizations such as using
efficient in-memory data structures to hold data until its deliv-
ery, current message queuing systems frequently present worse
performance compared to distributed logs, e.g., due to the need
to forward messages individually. Modern message queues
started offering support for non-destructive message consump-
tion as separate plug-ins such as the RabbitMQ streams.

Other tools in this family include ActiveMQ, ZeroMQ, and
RocketMQ.

In-memory data stores. Although originally designed as
a high-throughput and low-latency alternative to traditional
(i.e., disk-oriented) database systems, in-memory data stores
have also gained visibility for their messaging capabilities in
the latest years. In particular, the ability to simultaneously
store, retrieve, process, and forward data of almost any type
to subscribers has proven to be largely useful for high-
performance applications (e.g., gaming, trading systems). Most
in-memory data stores organize data as key-value pairs and use
message keys to identify interested subscribers. Example tools
from this family are Redis and Hazelcast.

Data distribution services. Data Distribution Services are
a family of tools that implement the DDS protocol from
the Object Management Group (OMG) for streaming data
among connected nodes. While abstracting away many low-
level networking tasks (e.g., message addessing, serialization
and delivery) from users, the latter is still responsible for
configuring features such as data persistence and QoS policies.
Data distribution services adopt a brokerless (or peer-to-peer)
communication model by design, and example tools from this
family include OpenDDS, Eclipse Cyclone DDS, RTI Connext
DDS, and eProsima Fast DDS.

IV. METHODOLOGY

We compare the suitability of different data streaming
platforms to a mission-critical deployment by evaluating their
capabilities in a military coordination scenario. In addition to
the long know-how of our industry partner, this application
enables us to easily push the platforms under test to their
limit due to the need for simultaneously stressing several
requirements. Figure 1(a) depicts our application scenario. We
assume several battle units on land, air, and sea communicating
over a tactical network. Each unit comprises multiple members
such as soldiers and air crafts that must share information
(e.g., position reports) both within and in between units. Each
unit is also organized into a star topology meaning that the
communication always flows through a local command point
(red dashed boxes). Different units connect to each other
through a satellite network, and the whole system requires:
i) ordered, secret, authenticated, and guaranteed delivery for
every message; and ii) tolerance to disconnections at the
unit level, meaning the log of messages from within and in-
between units must be synchronized upon a unit re-connection.
Battle unit disconnection is a common situation in the military
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Fig. 1: a) Military coordination scenario adopted in our evaluation; b) Reference data streaming platform deployment.

domain where the whole unit disconnects from a tactical
network to move to a different place on the battlefield and
then re-connects from the new place.

We deploy our example application using different data
streaming platforms and compare (both quali- and quantita-
tively) to which extent each platform can meet every applica-
tion requirement. Figure 1(b) presents our reference deploy-
ment architecture. We assume a cluster based setup where each
battle unit hosts a message broker (i.e., cluster node) located
at its local command point. We replicate message queues (or
logs) among all nodes participating in the cluster to ensure
they remain operational upon a battle unit disconnection. In
other words, each broker should be able to: i) keep forwarding
messages from/to members within a unit when this unit
is disconnected; and ii) automatically synchronize intra-unit
messages with other units upon a re-connection. A similar
situation appears, e.g., when an ambulance equipped with
various health sensors must reach out to a patient in a remote
location. Each node in our reference architecture also hosts a
data producer/consumer that mimics the battle unit members
(e.g., a ship, soldier, or aircraft).

We implement our reference deployment architecture on
top of Mininet version 2.3.0 and consider two data streaming
platforms in our experiments: Apache Kafka (version 2.8.0)
and RabbitMQ (version 3.9.3). The latter is henceforth called
rMQ for simplicity. We focus on these two platforms for
two main reasons: i) they are broker-based tools and thus in
line with our reference deployment architecture; and ii) they
are well documented tools and widely deployed in several
different domains. The source code, configuration files, and
generated logs from our experiments are publicly available
[11]. We run our experiments in a 10 core Intel Xeon Silver
4210R @ 2.40 GHz server with 32 GB of memory and 2
TB of storage. The server is equipped with Ubuntu 22.04
(kernel version 5.15) and has hyper-threading disabled. Unless
stated otherwise, each producer in our deployment constantly
generates data at 30 Kbytes/s, mimicking real actors (e.g.,
soldiers) in a battle unit. Finally, we adopt three metrics to
evaluate the data streaming platforms: message latency, loss
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ratio, and the total throughput (or bandwidth demand) required
by the whole cluster to forward messages.

V. MAIN FINDINGS

A. Performance

(R1) Do data streaming platforms scale in a mission
critical setup? Figure 2 shows the aggregated throughput
(or total bandwidth demand) from both Kafka and rMQ
for different cluster sizes. As can be seen, data streaming



platforms in general require a high replication level to work on
mission-critical setups which results in high communication
overhead. Also, rMQ requires significantly more bandwidth
than Kafka – approximately 13x for a 10-node topology. This
is mainly due to two reasons: i) unlike Kafka, rMQ does not
compress messages exchanged between cluster members, e.g.,
for replicating data; and ii) rMQ brokers deliver messages one
at a time, which forbids batching and increases the control
traffic overhead.

(R2) Can parameter tuning improve performance? Most
data streaming platforms ship with a large number of config-
urable parameters (e.g., replication factor, batch size, acknowl-
edgment type). While this flexibility is essential for the proper
operation of the data streaming platform on different domains,
the resulting high-dimensional configuration space makes it
difficult for users to determine the best configuration option (if
any) for their application. In this sense, we evaluate the extent
to which parameter tuning can improve the performance of
data streaming platforms in a mission-critical setup. We use the
same 10-node topology described in (R1) for this experiment
and apply a grid search approach on a reasonable set of Kafka
parameters. We consider more than 15 parameters, including
broker, sender and receiver parameters. Please refer to our
public repository [11] for an exact list and plots depicting our
experimental results.

We measure the total bandwidth demand of Kafka before
and after the tuning process using a network monitoring tool,
and find that tuning Kafka significantly reduces the demand
by up to an order of magnitude compared to the default
configuration. Despite its great potential, there are two main
challenges associated with the data streaming platform tuning
process: first, it takes a considerable amount of time (a few
days in our case) to find a sweet spot among the configuration
parameters; and second, it may be necessary to accommodate
several goals (e.g., minimize both bandwidth demand and
latency) during the tuning process, which makes the problem
even more complicated. We discuss these issues in further
detail and point to alternative solutions in Section VI.

(R3) How do data streaming platforms perform in a
highly constrained network? While the performance of data
streaming platforms has been widely studied in local and wide
area networks (LANs and WANs respectively), little is known
about their response in highly constrained infrastructures, e.g.,
networks presenting low-bandwidth, high link delay, and high
probability of data loss, such as the ones we encounter in
mission-critical domains. In this experiment, we shed light on
this question by emulating a highly constrained network on
top of Mininet and investigating the data streaming platform
performance when forwarding messages. As in the previous
experiments, we use the topology described in Figure 1(b),
but set the link delay to 500 ms for all links (i.e., the round-
trip time – RTT is approximately 2 seconds). According to
our industry partners, this is in line with current SATCOM
military networks. Moreover, we adjust both Kafka and rMQ
connection timeouts accordingly so that the tools can work
appropriately with such high link delays.

Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the message latency in Kafka and rMQ for different link
delays. Overall, the latency increases significantly (more than
300% and 85% at the median for Kafka and rMQ, respectively)
in a highly constrained network compared to a baseline
scenario with negligible link delay. Moreover, we can see that
rMQ performs consistently worse than Kafka. That is mainly
due to two reasons: i) AMQP connections require several RTTs
before messages can be forwarded; and ii) rMQ brokers must
wait for consumers to acknowledge that they have received a
message (or group of messages) before sending the next one.

B. Reliability

(R4) Do data streaming platforms experience message
loss upon a network partition? A common characteristic on
mission-critical networks is the high probability of network
partitions, either because of the existence of unstable links
(e.g., a distant cellular tower) or because of sudden node
disconnections such as when a battle unit moves. In this sense,
it is important to assess the reliability of current data streaming
platforms upon network partitions. For that, we repeat the
experiment described in (R3) while randomly disconnecting a
node for approximately 20% of the experiment duration. The
node disconnects after the system has reached its steady state
and re-connects to the cluster after the disconnection period
expires.

We examine the data delivery performance of a Kafka
producer co-located with the disconnected broker by recording
message reception status of each message for all consumers.
We observe a loss ratio of approximately 0.25 (i.e., around
25% of all messages were lost) during the network partition
period (plot can be found in the public repository). Moreover,
these failures only affect the topic/log whose leader broker
is disconnected. This result confirms the findings of previous
studies [8] that attribute such behavior to the data reconcilia-
tion process of ZooKeeper (the distributed coordination service
used by Apache Kafka). When the disconnected broker rejoins
the cluster, ZooKeeper may discard data or retrieve it from a
stale log. We do not observe similar behavior in the newer
Raft-based Kafka.

C. Security

(R5) Which security mechanisms are available on data
streaming platforms? Mission-critical systems are increas-
ingly being targeted by attackers. As a result, there has been
an uptick in novel defenses for hardening these systems
(e.g., [12], [13]). Although security is still not a primary
concern on most data streaming platforms, the support for
different security mechanisms on them is expanding quickly.
As part of our analysis, we briefly summarize the security
mechanisms available on COTS data streaming platforms as a
way to identify: i) common flaws not covered by the deployed
solutions; and ii) potential misuses of the available security
modules.

Most existing data streaming platforms center their security
efforts around three main services: authentication, authoriza-



tion, and data encryption. For authentication, both Kafka and
rMQ support the Simple Authentication and Security Layer
(SASL) framework [14]. Although they differ on the set of
natively supported SASL authentication mechanisms, a large
group of authentication protocols including LDAP, Kerberos
and OAuth2 is available through external plug-ins. Regarding
authorization, both Kafka and rMQ use access control lists
(ACLs) to control which users are allowed to perform certain
operations on given resources. However, none of the tools have
native support for specifying complex policies such as the
ones used to manage user groups and require external modules
to deploy, e.g., role- or attribute-based access control (a.k.a.
RBAC and ABAC policies, respectively). Finally, Kafka and
rMQ provide data encryption by means of the TLS protocol
where both tools support version 1.3. None of the security
mechanisms mentioned above are enabled on the platforms we
studied by default. Therefore, users must explicitly configure
and activate them according to their needs and preferences.

(R6) What kind of misuses are data streaming platform
security mechanisms mostly susceptible to? Given our expe-
rience deploying different data streaming platforms on a highly
secure environment, we decide to share some of the lessons we
learned in terms of configuration mistakes. The most common
issue is the fact that current platforms are not secure by default,
meaning the user must explicitly set a security mechanism
to enforce policies other than “no action”. For example,
Kafka’s data encryption approach requires platform operators
to explicitly set TLS listeners on each broker otherwise
traffic will flow in plaintext. Moreover, operators must also
remember to delete any existing plaintext listener, which are
automatically initialized. A second main challenge we faced
was properly configuring an ACL. Since none of the analyzed
tools provide a high-level description language for specifying
access control policies, operators may end up having to set
permissions at an extremely fine granularity, which makes the
process cumbersome and error-prone, especially in large-scale
scenarios. Furthermore, there is no way to validate a deployed
configuration other than exhaustive (i.e., brute force) testing.

VI. RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Automatic parameter tuning. As we observed in Sec-
tion V-A, proper parameter tuning can play a crucial role
in the performance of current data streaming platforms. Un-
fortunately, the large number of parameters and the complex
and non-linear interactions among them make tuning the
configuration of data streaming platforms labor-intensive and
time-consuming. While automatic configuration tuning tools
exist (e.g., [15]), they normally: i) focus on performance-
related parameters without paying attention to their side effects
on, e.g., reliability, security, and execution cost; and ii) require
a large number of training samples to create accurate models to
suggest new configurations. An interesting direction for future
investigation is to apply more recent data-driven approaches
(e.g., reinforcement learning from human feedback) to explore
the large configuration space while considering other aspects
besides performance. For example, a reinforcement learning

agent can learn and receive rewards based on the human
preferences for the system’s behavior.

High-coverage testing. Modern distributed systems, in-
cluding data streaming platforms, usually adopt complex de-
signs that involve intricate communication protocols, non-
determinism, and the combination of several interdependent
modules. As a result, it becomes extremely hard to test all
possible states that these systems can reach out which causes
bugs to be hidden until production. Despite recent efforts
to extensively test distributed systems while in-house, few
initiatives have targeted (or been adopted on) data streaming
platforms. In this sense, an important open research challenge
is to devise automated and systematic methods and tools
for high-coverage testing of data streaming platforms. This
includes a framework for test specification as well as tracing.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explore how different data streaming
platforms can support mission-critical applications. We use a
military coordination scenario as a representative use case and
assess the platforms based on their performance, reliability,
and security. We find that existing platforms have different
trade-offs depending on their design and configuration and
that they need to cope with varying network quality and
security threats. We also suggest some research directions for
enhancing the platforms in this domain, such as automatic pa-
rameter tuning, high-coverage testing, and policy-based access
control. We hope that our work can inspire further research
and development in this domain.
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